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Abstract
In environmental epidemiology, time series analyses represent a widely used statistical tool. However, though being commonly used, there is soften 
confusion regarding the specific requirements, such as which link function might be most appropriate, when or how to control for seasonality or 
how to account for lags. The present overview draws from experiences in other disciplines and discusses the proper execution of time series analyses 
based on considerations that are relevant in environmental epidemiology. Time series analysis in environmental epidemiology focuses on acute 
events caused by short-term changes in exposure. These exposures should be fairly wide-spread affecting a large number of persons, usually all 
inhabitants of a political entity. Pollutants in air or drinking water as well as meteorological factors serve as typical examples. Despite the many time 
series analyses performed world-wide, some health effects that would lend themselves to that approach are still under-explored. This would include 
also some neurological and psychiatric endpoints. Int J Occup Med Environ Health. 2023;36(6):704–16
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INTRODUCTION
Time series analysis (TSA) can be broadly described 
as the  study of time series data, which is characterized 
by having been sampled or clustered at equally spaced 
intervals. Common examples include the  effect esti-
mates per year  [1], sales per month, births or concep-
tions per week [2,3], suicides per day [4,5], or heart beats 
per minute. Time series analysis is used in a wide range 
of fields including physiology [6], economics [7] (e.g., by 

studying the  correlation between economic growth and 
electricity consumption) [8], ecology (e.g., for predicting 
the migratory patterns of fish) [9] and genetics (e.g., by 
exploring biological processes through gene expres-
sion) [10]. Each field of research can investigate different 
aspects of time, and will therefore adopt a method that 
better suits their intents.
A properly executed time series analysis can, in fact, 
be  used for forecasting  [11], regression modelling  [12], 
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develop slowly or with a long latency period like cancer 
or many neurological and psychiatric diseases, lend 
themselves rather not to TSA. But as an exception of that 
rule, suicides [4,5,17] and cerebral insults [18–22] have 
been successfully analyzed in TSA. In  environmental 
epidemiology, this method has been one of the standard 
approaches to assess impacts of environmental factors 
on acute non-infectious diseases like cardiovascular 
deaths  [15], hospital admissions because of respiratory 
diseases  [23] or GP consultations  [24,25], with conven-
tionally generalized linear models (GLMs) or general-
ized additive models (GAMs). However, the same analy-
sis practices are often observed with infectious diseases 
despite of the substantial differences from non-infectious 
diseases that may result in analytical challenges [26].

METHODS
This paper offers an overview of how the  issue of time 
has been dealt with in the field of environmental epide-
miology. Its goal is to provide hints for both statistical 
applicants and readers of time series analyses on what 
to consider for interpretation and which pitfalls to avoid 
in environmental epidemiology. The  authors have been 
motivated to reflect on TSA and its methodologies after 
inferring that the  methods developed to explore time 
series type of data were quite diverse, which meant that 
failing to pinpoint the  aims and assumptions behind 
the statistical tests carried the potential to result in con-
fusion and, possibly, misunderstanding.
To that end, the authors performed a non-systematic lit-
erature review with a  focus on preferably newer papers 
applying time series analyses, not only but mostly from 
the environmental epidemiology field. The authors’ aim 
was not to provide a complete picture of this interesting 
instrument, but rather demonstrate the breadth but also 
the  difficulties that one encounters when investigating 
time series. Hence for reaching this goal, an all-encom-
passing review was not necessary, and the literature 

or trend and seasonality extraction [13]. Since time can 
be investigated for several reasons, the  methods used 
need to reflect the  study’s aim. Each field has some-
what contributed to the rich literature of methodologies 
employable for time-series studies, that with time have 
interacted with each other and have resulted in a  rich 
toolkit available to approach the issue. It follows that, as 
methods are developed in different fields, and as software 
and programs are created to meet their demand, each one 
of them will be shaped by the aims that drove its initial 
formulation.
Though often generally applied in environmental epide-
miology, there is a  broad variety of research questions 
that use TSA as a  tool. However, different applications 
require more or less different statistical methods which 
might lead to confusion regarding requirements or cor-
rect implementations of the method. Hence the present 
methodological discussion outlines types of research 
questions and their possible TSA applications in the field 
of environmental epidemiology.
Indeed, this overview was originally born out of an inten-
tion to emulate study results from another study (regarding 
air pollution and pregnancy loss [2]) with own data. Before 
the  authors analyzed the  weekly birth data from Vienna 
in relation to air quality during pregnancy, they aimed to 
understand sources of autocorrelation and possibly over-
dispersion that would  – if not controlled for correctly  – 
eventually bias their later results  [3]. The  use of weekly 
data in TSA is rare and therefore experience regarding 
the  appropriate way to control for longer-term temporal 
variations (e.g., seasonal variation) is poor in that case.
In the  environmental health context, TSAs have often 
been used to analyze the acute development of morbid-
ity or mortality in dependence of short-term variation 
of environmental factors. Examples include mortality 
and exposure to various forms of air pollution  [14,15], 
or the increasingly more relevant issue of the acute effects 
of heat-waves [16]. Chronic diseases and endpoints that 
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There are instances in which the choice of a Poisson model 
might be reconsidered. The  Poisson model asks for some 
specific assumptions that are not met by all count datasets. 
In a Poisson regression, the dataset should be equidispersed, 
meaning that its variance is equal to its mean. Most common-
ly, we will find ourselves in front of a case of overdispersion. 
This roadbump is relatively common, and if unaccounted 
for, the resulting time series model will be misleading, with 
an underestimation of the  parametric standard deviation 
and an overestimation of its significance value [29].
Overdispersion is usually accounted for by changing the 
model linking function from Poisson to quasi-Poisson, 
or  to a negative binomial  [30]. Examples of overdisper-
sion being accounted for using a quasi-Poisson distribu-
tion are offered by Gu et al. [31]. Negative binomial distri-
bution has been used by Nayebare et al. [32]
Todkill et  al.  [33] offer an example of how to choose 
between the  2 model specifications. They selected the 
model with the lowest dispersion parameter. Both meth-
ods can be easily implemented in most statistical soft-
ware, like STATA and R.

Seasonality
Overdispersion is only one of the  potential issues to be 
encountered whilst modelling time series data. A further 
assumption of a Poisson model that is not always met in 
a raw data set is the assumption that the measurements 
are independent from each other. For this reason, one 
does not only input the time series data into the statistical 
software and call it a “model”. Time series data is inher-
ently “dirty”, and requires care and polishing before it can 
indicate meaningful results [7].
As aforementioned, TSA is best suited to investigate 
the  short-term effects of an effector on the  population. 
Therefore, a  time series in its raw form is likely to be 
strongly affected by its seasonal component.
This issue is statistically demonstrated by the  fact that 
the  raw time series datasets present high autocorrela-

search ended when the authors found examples for each 
of the below mentioned considerations.

RESULTS
Choosing the appropriate link function
When analyzing time series, one can isolate the trend and 
seasonal component in various ways: 
1)  modelling by GAM or GLM, which follows broadly 

the methods described by Bhaskaran et al. [12], 
2)  adaptations to the  autoregressive integrated moving 

average (ARIMA) model, which originate from econo-
metrics, and proved to be particularly useful for study-
ing the  trend and seasonal patterns of a  given time 
series, a  technique that has been adapted in the  past 
decade into seasonal ARIMA with exogenous variables 
(SARIMAX) [27]. 

The following pages will attempt to summarize the insights 
gained from looking at the methodologies adopted in recent 
time series studies in environmental epidemiology, pub-
lished in recent years, and reflect on the challenges associat-
ed with translating the most popular methods to this field.
A question that arises automatically is how to link the 
response variables to the relevant independent variables.
To conclude which one should be the most appropriate link 
function, one should consider some unique properties of time 
series data. A time series is usually a sequence of data points 
collected and aggregated at equally spaced points in time. 
In environmental epidemiology these values often indicate 
the daily, weekly or monthly numbers of events like deaths, 
births or hospital admissions. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, 
the independent variable in a time series analysis in environ-
mental epidemiology is usually a  count value. The  dataset 
in which they are compiled is restricted to taking positive 
integer values. This condition calls for a Poisson regression 
model in case the model’s assumptions are met. The Pois-
son distribution expresses the probability of a given event (x) 
occurring at a set time (t) given that the average number of its 
occurrences (λ) is equal to its variation [28].
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quarter, each quarter representing a  sampling cycle, to 
then insert the  measurements into a  GLM linked with 
binomial distribution.
Its main criticism is a  reflection of its strength: it is 
a  simple approach. As such it does tend to overlook 
the  overall changes in trend of exposure and response 
variables throughout the  time series, and in turn, from 
one time stratum to the other.
Some have exploited the apparently recursive nature of 
the  seasonal component of a  time series, and fit them 
to sinusoidal wave functions. The reasoning at the core 
of this method is that the  sinusoidal waves filter out 
from the regression all patterns of a given wavelength, 
by providing the model with a  term that reflects a  full 
seasonal cycle. Examples of such solution are exem-
plified in Moshammer et al.  [34]. This method is also 
rather old and hence also has been criticized already 
by Schwartz et al. [28] in 1996 as rather inflexible (“One 
concern with such a model is that it assumes that the sea-
sonal peak is the  same height and occurs at the  same 
time each year. However, there are patterns in the inten-
sity of, for example, influenza epidemics, with 2 year 
cycles both observed in practice and justified by math-
ematical modelling.”). This method makes the  strong 
assumption that the seasonal component to be captured 
is very regular in frequency and amplitude, and that it 
repeats itself invariably throughout the series. But espe-
cially when the  focus of the  study is on astronomical 
factors like daily duration of sunshine  [35], sinusoidal 
wave functions seem the  best choice. And in the  end, 
also seasonal variations of meteorological variables over 
a span of some years are driven by astronomical influ-
ences mostly.
A more sophisticated way to go around the  problem is 
by using a Fourier series. A Fourier series is a harmoni-
cally related, weighted series of sine waves (inherently 
periodic). Including multiple waves makes up for a more 
flexible, resulting function  [12]. Thus the  frequency for 

tion rates. Autocorrelation is defined as the  correla-
tion between the  measured variable at any given time-
point (t) and at several time points (t-y) shortly before. 
For example, a  “typical” environmental raw data set 
might include temperature as independent variable and 
daily death counts as dependent. But daily deaths as well 
as temperature do follow a seasonal pattern that needs to 
be considered.
In epidemiological reasoning, the  idea of seasonality in 
a  dataset might be intuitive given that the  number  of 
deaths, births or the  disease onset might be heavily 
influenced by other, external factors. As an example, the 
number of daily deaths, which has long been established 
to be influenced by temperature, can be expected to be 
higher in the winter than in the summer. A scatter plot of 
values over time usually is enough to display that the time 
series exhibits a clear seasonal trend.
If this trend is unaccounted for, the short-term effects of 
exposure are undetectable behind the louder noise of the 
seasonal pattern of the response variable. This is a prob-
lem common to most time series, which means that a rel-
atively wide number of solutions have been suggested.
A very simple, and somewhat rudimentary way for 
accounting for seasonal variations is to disregard them 
continuously and divide the  time series into temporal 
categories instead. This principle has been described as 
the time stratified model [12] and it can be achieved by 
cutting snippets of regular time frames, such as month, 
season and so on.
The reasoning behind it is that the recurrent time frame 
of a  series can be split into its components, taking into 
account that each component is expected to be exposed 
to similar exogenous factors, and compare them across 
recurrences of the different exposure cycles.
A recent example of this method being used is offered by 
Nayebare et  al.  [32] who studied effects of fine particle 
exposure on cardiopulmonary morbidity in Jeddah. They 
sampled their measurements for 6 weeks for each yearly 
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least squares for a  proportion of the  data predefined 
by the  smoother span, weighted depending on the  dis-
tance of the data points within the smoother span. It can 
be implemented in R with the  loess function through 
the package “modreg”. Typical smoother spans in a set of 
daily data in order to control efficiently against seasonal 
variation would likely take the size of a month.
A popular alternative for controlling for trend and season 
is to use flexible spline functions. A spline is a mathemati-
cal representation of a flexible shape. This method allows 
for the end-to-end conjunction of low-order polynomial 
functions capturing the  fluctuations of the  time series 
curve [38]. The structure of a spline is customizable, and 
the user has control over how “wavey” it is. To ensure that 
the  ends of the  composing functions meet smoothly at 
their junctions (or “knots”), one should recur to restricted 
or natural splines, in which the derivatives at the starting 
and finishing ends of the consecutive functions are equal.
The number of knots in the spline determines how many 
functions will compose the series. The degrees of the poly-
nomial will determine the shape of the composing func-
tions. The more functions, the more degrees of freedom, 
the more “waves”. It is to the users’ discretion to decide how 
smooth the function is supposed to be. A typical number of 
knots per year in a series of daily data would be in the range 
of 3–7 [12,39,40]. Katsouyanni et al. [41] suggest to choose 
the optimal number of knots by minimizing the absolute 
value of the partial autocorrelation of the residuals.
One must be in fact very careful when tailoring their 
spline function, as an excessive number of degrees of free-
dom or knots will lead to overfitting. An overfitted model 
is axiomatically not generalizable. An excessive number of 
degrees of freedom will make the model more “accurate”, 
but also too specific to the training data sets. This might 
result in a model that is not applicable to other parametri-
cally similar scenarios.
Combinations of Fourier terms and spline functions are not 
uncommon. Armstrong  [42] used 6 harmonics to control 

which such waves are incorporated in the model could be 
determined by statistical considerations.
Examples of recent studies using this method for seasonal 
adjustment are offered by Todkill et al.  [32], who mod-
elled seasonal trends using Fourier terms with 4 degrees 
of freedom per year integrated in a  distributed lag non-
linear model (DLNM), and Aik et al. [36] who controlled 
for seasonal variation by using Fourier terms to de-sea-
soning their climatic variables before including them into 
the  regression analysis, and included a  pair of periodic 
functions to control for seasonality of their reports.
Amongst the  criticisms that stick out for this method, 
the  most prominent one regards the  assumption that 
the frequency and amplitude of the seasonal component 
are constant. This is both a  weakness and a  strength, 
as  from one side it allows for a  simple account for sea-
sonality, but from the other, it does not provide the most 
accurate results, as the  wavelength and amplitude of 
the  sinusoid in environmental data can vary. This can 
render it an unsuitable method for data illustrating irreg-
ular phenomena, or those whose outcomes depend on 
exogenous stressors (e.g., climate).
Although earlier papers mention a wide range of smooths 
to control for seasonality (moving averages, kernel 
smoothing) most recent literature approaches this issue 
using splines and locally weighted scatterplot smoothing 
(LOWESS or LOESS)[37].
Moving averages and weighted moving averages are 
rudimentary ways of determining what are the expected 
number of cases of the value of interest in a “business as 
usual scenario”, whilst unaffected by short term effects 
of the  variables of interest and confounders varying on 
a  similar narrow time-scale. This method assumes that 
the leftover noise fluctuations from the expected mean can 
be explained by short term effects of exogenous values.
The “smoothness” of the function is given by the size of 
the  smoother span. It  results in a  (usually either linear 
or quadratic) curve that has been generated by fitting 
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on day (t-lag number). This results in the  creation of 
time-shifted copies of effect-exposure couples, which 
illustrate the effect of an independent variable at time t, 
over the response variable at time t+1,2,3.
This method however assumes that the series analyzed is 
stationary, which is often not the case. A stationary time 
series is defined as one whose points have the  tendency 
to go back to its “long run” average  [45]. To account for 
this, the  weights of the  lags can be distributed in such 
a way that, past a certain lag, the influence of a lagged value 
decreases, in a  method called “restricted finite distrib-
uted lag model” (DLM). The principle behind this model 
is that the weights of the lagged values follow a predeter-
mined shape, be it linear or quadratic. A more elegant and 
realistic approach involves accounting for the  cumula-
tive effect of exposure. Instead of accounting for the  lags 
one at a time, lags could be accounted simultaneously, so 
that the lag effects are not confounded by each other. This 
can be obtained using DLMs. This methodology allows to 
determine the extent to which past variables of x influence 
y, by defying a clear pattern, whereas a simpler lag analysis 
illustrates the effects that a change in a variable at time t has 
on the response variable at time t+1.
An interesting methodology implemented by De Troeyer 
et  al.  [46], was to average out the  independent variable 
measurements for a specific lag series, to get an idea about 
the overall exposure over a time period before the event 
occurred. As a downside, this approach gives very little 
information about the  exposure and temporal thresh-
old that triggered the event, and runs at a risk of hiding 
the accurate time fluctuations that led to the event.
One is advised to choose the most appropriate lag struc-
ture using empirical terms (statistical significance, Akaike 
information criteria, residual lags)  [45]. Although this 
could result in a statistically sound model, the result might 
be lacking in mundane reliability. It has been commented 
that a seemingly biologically-arbitrary lag structure might 
be of very little use for informing environmental epidemi-

for seasonal patterns, and a natural cubic spline to capture 
the slower changes in trend throughout the time series.

Dummy variables for days
This is particularly important for time series aggregated 
in daily counts. It  is not uncommon to control for days 
of the week when counting events like deaths, as it has 
been proven repeatedly that Mondays have a consistently 
higher count of deaths than other days. This can be done 
by incorporating dummy variables in the model indicat-
ing day of the week and holidays [43].
Other considerations that can be made is school days 
versus holidays, which can be connected to behaviors, 
infection rates etc. and hence should be controlled in 
some research questions. Such differentiations can be 
accounted for using Boolean variables, as exemplified 
by Todkill et al.  [33]. An alternative that allows one to 
account for holidays is a form of seasonal decomposition 
used in economics is the “X11 decomposition”, which fol-
lows the principle of classical decomposition, as it isolates 
the time series from its trend, seasonal and noise compo-
nent, but it does so accounting for trading day variation, 
holidays and slow variations over the time series [44].

Lags
Accounting for lags is a  fundamental step of a  well-
executed time series analysis. The effects of an extreme 
exposure do not manifest solely immediately respectively 
simultaneously with the event of exposure. For example, 
studies on the effects of extreme temperature on mortal-
ity consistently report that extremely low temperatures 
appear to have an effect on population mortality delayed 
over a  number of days, whereas the  effect of extremely 
high temperatures appears to be more acute [1].
Today’s effect of an exposure that occurred in a  previ-
ous day can be simply assessed by shifting the effector’s 
measurement ahead on the  series, that is, regressing 
the measured value on day t against the effect measured 
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vidual based risk factors trivial (smoking, sex, age, etc.) 
as their distribution is assumed to remain stable over the 
course of the  study. This level of control over external 
variables, together with the increased sample size, facili-
tates the detection of smaller relative risks that might be 
associated with exposure to pollutants [49].
There is to consider, however, that the ecosystem in which 
the sample population exists is not constant. As aforemen-
tioned, temperature and relative humidity are environ-
mental variables that have been proved to have an effect 
on standard epidemiological measures (deaths, incidence 
of disease, etc.). The way to control for these extraneous 
variables is to include them into the model design.
Popular co-variates to control for when examining 
the  impact of an air pollutant, are temperature, relative 
humidity, and other pollutants. As with the pollutant of 
interest, also these other factors might execute their effect 
over different lags and not necessarily following a  linear 
dose-response relationship. For example, a  steep change 
in temperature might be more stressful than a constantly 
high or low temperature. On the one hand, the researcher 
will not want to miss an important confounding effect. 
On the other hand, she might not spend too much study 
power and energy in the modelling of effects that are not 
central to the study question. Usually, an information cri-
terion like the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [50] or 
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [51] will be used 
to select the optimal choice of co-variates and their lags.
In the end, it would be wise to first construct a model that 
controls:

 – for long-term and seasonal variation,
 – for meteorological factors. 

The  residuals of this model should mostly be normally 
distributed around zero with no sign of temporal trend or 
autocorrelation left. Only after these initial steps should 
the pollutant of interest tested against the residuals. Thus, 
the  data would indicate when all confounders are opti-
mally controlled for.

ologists. One must remember that at the end of the day, 
the  real question that one tries to answer is an approxi-
mation of the  extent that an exogenous variable affects 
a  predetermined measure of population health, and not 
the mere solution to modelling and/or optimization exer-
cise. Often, a third degree polynomial structure of the lag 
effects is preferred: Such a polynomial offers a maximum 
and a minimum (the first derivative has 2 zeros) that are 
easily interpreted as the lag with the strongest effect fol-
lowed by a  period dominated by the  “harvesting effect”. 
Of course, the situation gets even more complicated when 
the examined effect (at each lag) does not follow a linear 
dose-response shape. But also for DLNMs modern statis-
tics programs now offer easy-to-use procedures.
As mentioned before, DLMs pose a solution to the prob-
lem of integrating lagged variables to the  model. They 
are implemented to quantify the health effects of delayed 
exposure, accounting for harvesting  [47]. In  parallel to 
GAM and GLM, the main difference between DLM and 
DLNM is that DLNM is not limited to linear relation-
ships, but rather bases itself on the cross matrix of linear 
and non-linear relationships between the different expo-
sures (lagged and immediate) and the response.
Such an approach has been used by Todkill et al. [33] and 
Nayebare et al. [32]. Distributed lag non-linear models are 
easily implementable in R [48]. But as with any non-linear 
dose-response function, interpretation is less straightfor-
ward. While a linear approximation of a given relationship 
might not exactly represent the true situation, it can easily 
be summarized in a single risk estimate or coefficient.

Covariates
Seasonality and trend components are not the  only 
sources of confounding noise in a time series. Time series 
analysis allows to compare different types and levels of 
exposure that variate with time within the same popula-
tion, allowing for a natural control of ecosystem related 
confounding variables. It also renders the  issue of indi-
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and trend, allowing one to build a  detailed and flexible 
model.
Given the flexibility of this modelling method, it is often 
criticized for producing sample specific and non-general-
izable models, which might represent a downside. Both 
GAMs and GLMs modelling methods can be implement-
ed with ease in STATA, Python and R.
A less common method is the  generalized estimating 
equation (GEE). This regression modelling method can be 
viewed as an extension of GLM. It offers a semi-paramet-
ric approach, as it does not fully specify the distribution 
of the generated data. Generalized estimating equations 
are used as a method for analyzing longitudinal, panel-
type data [55], and assume, unlike the models mentioned 
above, that the responses of the model are correlated and 
non-independent from each other.
Generalized estimating equations estimate population 
average models, in which changes in the population mean 
are estimated based on the fluctuations of the covariates, 
and accounts for possible autocorrelation confound-
ers [56].
This method assumes that the individuals within the same 
group will be more correlated than generalizable targets 
outside the sampled population (that is, the health out-
come of a  population within the  panel will have more 
things in common than with the parameters of other pop-
ulations). It has been used in the context of heat-related 
mortality by De Troeyer et al. [46].
A popular time series analysis method which arose in 
economics is the ARIMA model, which allows to model 
a  time series and forecast it, whilst accounting for its 
trend by specifying for autoregressive and moving aver-
age terms. Its inherent weakness is that it does not 
include a  seasonal component into the  model, hence is 
not the  model of choice for data where seasonal influ-
ences might play an important role. In  ARIMA models 
the condition of stationarity is achieved by a series of dif-
ferentiations [57].

Linking the relevant time series
Regression analysis and model construction of count data 
can be implemented using GLM [52,53] or GAM, where 
Poisson is used as a link function. A link function is noth-
ing but the paradigm against which the response variable 
is linked to its covariate.
The GLMs are a  relatively simple way in which a  linear 
model becomes a linear predictor of data.
The more primitive linear models describe the relation-
ship between response variable and a predictor variable, 
assuming that the  measurements of the  response vari-
able are independent, following a  normal distribution. 
The GLM, on the other hand, ditches the assumption that 
the responses are coming from a normal distribution, and 
instead assumes that they are coming from any exponen-
tial family. More importantly, unlike linear regression, in 
GLM the slope between response and predictor variables 
can only be estimated via maximum likelihood. Rather 
than manipulation of the data, the idea is to manipulate 
the  linear model so that the data can be analyzed as is, 
assuming an appropriate distribution which may not nec-
essarily be normal.
More recent examples of this method being used are 
exemplified by Nayebare et al. [32] for an investigation of 
fine particle exposure and cardiopulmonary morbidity in 
Jeddah. Generalized linear models only accounts for linear 
components, which is why GAMs have been developed.
Generalized linear models are used to estimate smooth 
functional relationships between predictor variables and 
the response [54]. They are, if one wills, an organic evolu-
tion of GLM, in which the underlying functions describ-
ing the  behavior of the  datasets are not restricted to 
the linear model, and rather use flexible functions of time 
to estimate and account for overall trends and possible 
confounders in a  non-parametric fashion. This allows 
the  modeler to account for confounders that are non-
linearly related to the response variable. It used the afore-
mentioned splines to control for exposure covariates 
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fore are usually much more cumbersome. And although 
there are some regions in the  world with really low air 
pollution levels, populated areas experience on average at 
least some air pollution. Therefore, in spatial contrast, it is 
not possible to compare low pollution situations to an even 
lower, practically zero pollution. But with day-to-day varia-
tion in many settings days with almost zero pollution will 
occur. This does indeed enable the study of the impacts of 
low-level exposures as well. On the other hand, also extreme 
events (for example regarding meteorological conditions) 
are of particular interest. Impacts of extreme events are 
rather not studied by examining long-term averages.
Still, beware of over-interpretation of TSA results! Any 
TSA is just as good as its model parameters which need 
to be chosen well depending on the underlying research 
question. Often there is not a  single true or correct 
approach. Every approach has its strengths and weak-
nesses. The  following questions might sometimes help 
with the choice of the model:

 – Are there probable seasonal influences that have to 
be adjusted? If so, is a simple adjustment enough, or 
should it be more flexible, e.g., using a Fourier series 
or a spline?

 – Are there probable short-term influences that should 
be avoided using seasonal smoothing?

 – Which covariates might probably represent con-
founding factors? How many should be included in 
the model?

 – Does the data require a linear model, or is a non-linear 
model more plausible from a biological point of view?

But always keep in mind that predicting the future based 
on past trends is a vice of the naturalist. There are simply 
far too many variables to control, and reducing some-
thing as complex as population health as a number of co-
variables is reductionist, although useful.
And do not forget: the results of a TSA usually do not inform 
about the risk of individual persons but rather the “risk” of 
days (or other units of time) to experience a certain number 

The time series analysis can be made using the Box Jen-
kins method  [58], which consist in 3 modelling stages: 
The first step is model identification by deciding which 
ARIMA model should be used taking account for 
the  autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation scores. 
As a second step, the parameters that best fit the ARIMA 
are estimated algorithmically, and the third step is check-
ing for residual independence, and constancy of residuals 
in variance and mean over time. The resulting model is 
used to forecast the testing data, and the fit was evaluated 
using the root mean squared errors.
Attempting to model any problem connected to a field is 
inherently a  reductionist exercise of breaking down an 
issue into its manageable, quantifiable components. Typi-
cally, in environmental epidemiology, researchers are not 
so much interested in modelling seasonal and long-term 
trends and forecasting, but rather in finding associations 
indicative of causality. Therefore, ARIMA and similar 
models are usually not used in this field.
But still, in every scientific field we can learn from exam-
ining the models and techniques used in other fields.
The ways that have originated to answer the question of time 
reflect statistical methods are many and purpose-dependent. 
This is a rather obvious thought, but it is an important one to 
highlight when considering the translatability of a method 
from one discipline to another, or when choosing which 
method is the most appropriate to conduct one’s analysis.

CONCLUSIONS
Time series analysis is a  valuable tool for environmental 
epidemiology. Short-term effects of short-term exposures 
that are the main domain of TSA are often less important 
than chronic effects of prolonged exposures. Therefore, for 
example, impact assessments of air pollution usually are 
based on studies and data on chronic exposure [59]. Stud-
ies of the effects of chronic air pollution exposure usually 
depend on spatial contrasts that are often subjected to com-
plex possibly confounding influences. Such studies there-
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5. Lehmann F, Alary PE, Rey G, Slama R. Association of Daily 
Temperature with Suicide Mortality: A  Comparison With 
Other Causes of Death and Characterization of Possible At-
tenuation Across 5 Decades. Am J Epidemiol. 2022; 191(12): 
2037-2050. https://doi.org/10.1093/aje/kwac150

6. Pincus SM, Goldberger AL. Physiological time-series analy-
sis: what does regularity quantify? Am J Physiol Heart Circ 
Physiol. 1994;266:H1643–H1656. https://doi.org/10.1152/
ajpheart.1994.266.4.H1643

7. Franses  PH, Koehler  AB. A  model selection strategy for 
time series with increasing seasonal variation. Int J Fore-
cast 1998;14(3):405-414. https://doi.org/10.1016/S0169- 20 
70 (98) 00041-7

8. Cheng  BS. Energy consumption and economic growth 
in Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela: a  time series analysis. 
Appl Econ Lett 1997;4:671-674. https://doi. org/ 10. 1080/ 75 
8530646.

9. Trancart  T, Acou  A, Oliveira  ED, Feunteun  E. Forecasting 
animal migration using SARIMAX: an efficient means of 
reducing silver eel mortality caused by turbines. Endan-
ger Spec Res 2013;21:181-190. https://doi. org/ 10. 3354/ esr 
00517.

10. Bar-Joseph  Z, Gitter  A, Simon  I. Studying and modelling 
dynamic biological processes using time-series gene ex-
pression data. Nat Rev Genet. 2012;13(8):552-564. https:// 
doi. org/ 10.1038/nrg3244

11. Parzen  E. ARARMA models for time series analysis and 
forecasting. J Forecast 1982;1(1);67-82. https:// doi. org/ 10. 
1002/ for.3980010108

12. Bhaskaran K, Gasparrini A, Hajat S, Smeeth L, Armstrong B. 
Time series regression studies in environmental epidemiol-
ogy. Int J Epidemiol. 2013;42(4):1187-1195. https://doi. org/ 
10. 1093/ije/dyt092

13. Wen Q, Gao J, Song X, et al. RobustSTL: A Robust Seasonal-
Trend Decomposition Algorithm for Long Time Series. Pro-
ceedings of the AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
2019; 33:5409-5416. https://doi.org/10.1609/aaai.v33 i01. 
33015409

of “events”. Take daily deaths as a typical example: to estimate 
the average risk of a person dying on a certain day you need 
to divide the number of deaths by the number of persons 
“at risk”. But the latter number is only very crudely defined 
in TSA or often not even taken into account. Indeed, while 
in theory every person in a given area is at risk of death on 
every day, in truth the deaths mostly affect only a minor-
ity of all people in that area. Those prone to die are usually 
those most vulnerable, old and sick. And their number is 
usually not well defined. Thus, TSA informs about the rela-
tive risk in a poorly defined but highly relevant vulnerable 
subgroup only. This should be kept in mind especially when 
TSA results are used for impact assessments.
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